Napshell - 360° [Space for Relaxation]

www.napshell.com

[ more luxurious – more pleasurable – more relaxed]
Completely relax, forget everyday life, pamper your senses – that’s real relaxation. As the perfect wellness lounger, the
Napshell is not only a sublimely harmonious design and relaxation space, but it also combines the holistic recharging of a
wellness area with the natural need to withdraw to one’s own space – a place to feel comfortable – to allow spa
treatments to take effect and develop fully.

Napshell – A New Frontier of Wellbeing:
Close your eyes and relax
Regain consciousness
Relax in your own wellbeing room
Savour this time to yourself

Having time is a luxury. And luxury means enjoying relaxation time. That is why the Napshell’s shape fulfils the wish for
pleasure and wellbeing. It relaxes body, mind and spirit, and creates an island of calm. That is profound relaxation.
That is “enjoyment with style”.
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Napshell – A Sea of Relaxation
The Napshell as a wellness space and your spa area with its relaxation treatments dovetail to produce the perfect way of
recharging a person’s batteries. The superb relaxation lounger starts where sauna, massage and beauty treatments leave
off: It relaxes the body, mind and spirit, and helps wellness and relaxation treatments to develop to full effect. In
combination with your wellness treatments, as a holistic relaxation concept, the Napshell represents wellbeing at its
most effective.
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This luxurious and stylish harmony of wellness and functionality provides precious moments of satisfaction for your
guests: “I had a little time for myself” becomes “I enjoyed my time to the full”.
That is luxury – that is Napshell.
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[ more relaxed – healthier – happier]
With lights in the roof for individual configuration, an ergonomically perfected
reclining area that stores body heat in the best possible way, and an integrated
music system with headphones for individual dream symphonies, the Napshell
is an ocean of balance for body and mind.
This space of comfort, sound and light produces an island of calm – a
360° relaxation room for pleasure, wellbeing and reorientation.

Ergonomically optimised reclining area
Viscoelastic mattress for best body fit
More than 54 real and artificial leather coverings
High-gloss finish in a colour of your choice
Hi-fi sound system with interfaces for iPod / MP3
LEDs in roof for customised coloured light programme
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Napshell – A forward-looking company
What drives us to invent the perfect multifunctional relaxation lounger is the challenge of finding a balance between
functionality, needs and zeitgeist – and the desire to give this idea the perfect shape:
It is a point of calm, an energy activator, a wellness treatment, and a health
concept; a luxury item of furniture with a new spin – timeless, flexible and
fitting in elegantly. At the same time, we see the individual as being central
to this idea.
Once we allow all of these arguments to develop equally, the result is the
Napshell: a holistic relaxation concept the shape and content of which
revolve around the employee – it is a plea against the status quo of life in
the fast lane.
That is why each hand-made Napshell also contains a touch of the pioneering spirit that is increasingly making
itself felt in businesses, hotels and private homes – from Dubai to Moscow to New York. Every good idea needs
space to develop!
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about our products:
Podstyle
Mobile: 0411 052 205
Email: sales@podstyle.com.au
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